Discrete dynamic modeling of signal transduction networks.
Newly available experimental data characterizing different processes involved in signaling pathways have provided the opportunity for network analysis and modeling of these interacting pathways. Current approaches in studying the dynamics of signaling networks fall into two major groups, namely, continuous and discrete models. The lack of kinetic information for biochemical interactions has limited the wide applicability of continuous models. To address this issue, discrete dynamic models, based on a qualitative description of a system's variables, have been applied for the analysis of biological systems with many unknown parameters. The purpose of this chapter is to give a detailed description of Boolean modeling, the simplest type of discrete dynamic modeling, and the ways in which it can be applied to analyze the dynamics of signaling networks. This is followed by practical examples of a Boolean dynamic framework applied to the modeling of the abscisic acid signal transduction network in plants as well as the T-cell survival signaling network in humans.